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Approach

We address planning to goal regions that 
are intractable to model by planning to 
goal samples.
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Many robotic tasks have multiple and diverse solutions which can be naturally 
expressed as goal sets. However, some goals are intractable to model, leading to 
uncertainty over the goal. In this work, we propose a technique for planning 
directly to a set of sampled goal configurations using a fully differentiable cost 
which generalizes across a diverse range of objectives. 
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We take a planning as inference approach. Stein 
Variational Inference [1] enables us to formulate a 
differentiable goal loss over goal samples.

Generalized Bayesian Inference [2] enables the 
intractable goal likelihood to be approximated with a 
goal loss.
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We validate multiple possible differentiable 
goal losses on a planar navigation problem.

Stable grasping is intractable 
to model, making data-driven 
approaches popular. We 
apply the goal set planner 
where the goal is stable grasp 
samples from simulation [3].

A table setting task demonstrates 
the applicability of the goal set 
planner when the goal is multi-
modal.
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